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Once Lord Krishna was lying on the bed and pretended that He had very severe headache.
Many royal physicians came and gave medications but that did not help Lord Krishna.
No physicians cured me. Only if some devotees are ready to give the dust of their feet to apply on my forehead it can be cured.
No, no how can we give the dust of our feet to Lord Krishna. No we cannot give.
If we give the dust of our feet to Lord Krishna, we will go to hell. No, we cannot do that.
Oh! No one is ready to give the dust. Then go to Vrindavan and ask the Gopis they are my best devotees.
Oh! Gopis, Krishna is having very bad headache and he is asking the dust of your feet to apply on his forehead.
What? Our Krishna is having headache, how sad. And he wants the dust of our feet? Please take, please take, take as much as you want.
Don't you know that one will go to hell if one puts the dust of the feet on Lord's body?
We are ready to go to hell, if this will give relief from headache to Lord Krishna.
MORAL:

Pure devotion with only desire to satisfy and serve the Lord is essence of bhakti yoga.